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Abstract

Objectives: Contemporary fear-avoidance models of
chronic pain posit that fear of pain, and overgeneralization
of fear to non-threatening stimuli is a potential pathway to
chronic pain. While increasing experimental evidence
supports this hypothesis, a comprehensive investigation
requires testing in multiple modalities due to the diversity
of symptomatology among individuals with chronic pain.
In the present study we used an established tactile fear
conditioning paradigm as an experimental model of allo-
dynia and spontaneous pain fluctuations, to investigate
whether stimulus generalization occurs resulting in fear of
touch spreading to new locations.
Methods: In our paradigm, innocuous touch is presented
either paired (predictable context) or unpaired (unpre-
dictable context) with a painful electrocutaneous stimulus
(pain-US). In the predictable context, vibrotactile stimu-
lation to the index or little finger was paired with the pain-
US (CS+), whilst stimulation of the other finger was never
paired with pain (CS−). In the unpredictable context,
vibrotactile stimulation to the index and little fingers of the
opposite hand (CS1 and CS2) was unpaired with pain, but
pain-USs occurred unpredictable during the intertrial in-
terval. During the subsequent generalization phase, we
tested the spreading of conditioned responses (self-re-
ported fear of touch and pain expectancy) to the (middle
and ring) fingers between the CS+ and CS−, and between
the CS1 and CS2.
Results: Differential fear acquisition was evident in the
predictable context from increased self-reported pain

expectancy and self-reported fear for the CS + compared
to the CS−. However, expectancy and fear ratings to the
novel generalization stimuli (GS+ and GS−) were com-
parable to the responses elicited by the CS−. Participants
reported equal levels of pain expectancy and fear to the
CS1 and CS2 in the unpredictable context. However, the
acquired fear did not spread in this context either: par-
ticipants reported less pain expectancy and fear to the
GS1 and GS2 than to the CS1 and CS2. As in our previous
study, we did not observe differential acquisition in the
startle responses.
Conclusions: Whilst our findings for the acquisition of fear
of touch replicate the results from our previous study
(Biggs et al., 2017), there was no evidence of fear general-
ization. We discuss the limitations of the present study,
with a primary focus on procedural issues that were further
investigated with post-hoc analyses, concluding that the
present results do not show support for the hypothesis that
stimulus generalization underlies spreading of fear of
touch to new locations, and discuss how this may be the
consequence of a context change that prevented transfer of
acquisition.

Keywords: classical conditioning; fear of touch-related
pain; generalization; pain-related fear.

Introduction

Learning about cues of imminent harm is advantageous
as it allows us to engage defensive behaviors that
can prevent damage in the future. We can extrapolate
what has previously been learned to novel cues,
enabling adaptive behavior without the need to expe-
rience the (potentially) harmful outcome of new situa-
tions. This process of stimulus generalization is
typically adaptive, but there are circumstances where it
can become dysfunctional. Overgeneralization of fear to
cues not associated with threat can result in excessive
avoidance [20] - a key factor contributing to chronic
pain-related disability [12–16]. This overgeneralization
is typically characterized by fear responses to novel
cues that either resembles a safety cue, or by not
differentiating between a novel cue and the original
threat cue [14–19].
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The generalization of pain-related fear has been stud-
ied experimentally using fear conditioning procedures
mimicking specific chronic pain symptomatology. In the
Voluntary Joystick Movement paradigm [24], joystick
movements in different directions served as proprioceptive
conditioned stimuli (CSs). Moving in one direction (CS+,
e. g., to the left) evoked a conditioned fear response after
pairing with pain (unconditioned stimulus, pain-US),
whilst moving the joystick in the opposite direction (CS−,
e. g., to the right) was never paired with pain. When novel
diagonal movements were introduced, similar to either the
CS+ or the CS−, participants showed conditioned fear re-
sponses to the movements that were more similar to the
CS+ but not to those similar to the CS− [24]. These findings
confirm that stimulus generalization may be a potential
mechanism for the spread of fear of movement. Further-
more, using the same paradigm, overgeneralization of fear
of movement has been observed in fibromyalgia patients
[22], demonstrating that this process is affected in in-
dividuals with chronic pain.

However, pain-related fear is not limited tomovements
but may also be related to e. g., touch, interceptive sen-
sations, etc. For instance, many individuals with chronic
pain experience allodynia (perceiving non-painful touch
as painful), typically at the hand or foot, butmay fear being
touched also at surrounding unaffected areas [6, 21]. Harvie
et al. [10] suggested that stimulus generalization may un-
derlie this phenomenon. They found that participants were
equally afraid (retrospective self-reported fear and fear-
potentiated startle responses) of vibrotactile stimulation
applied to the palm that had previously been paired with
pain (CS+) and vibrotactile stimulation applied proximally
to the CS+ (generalization stimuli; GS1 & GS2). These fear
responses were less for stimulation of the CS− location
(never paired with pain), and a location close to the CS−
(GS3), suggesting that the conditioned fear responses did
generalize to proximal locations. However, this pattern of
responding was not present when the vibrotactile stimu-
lation was applied to the back, as participants failed to
show the expected acquisition effects (in both startle re-
sponses and US-expectancy ratings), despite being able to
discriminate the CS+ and CS− [10]. Therefore, the reliability
of this observed fear of touch generalization pattern war-
rants further investigation, especially among different
locations.

Therefore, in the present study we extended a previ-
ously used tactile fear conditioning paradigm to investi-
gate whether fear of touch would spread to new locations,
based on the spatial proximity to the original CS+ [2].
Innocuous touch, specifically vibrotactile stimulation
applied to the fingertips, was used as a CS. In a predictable

pain context, stimulation of one fingertip (CS+, e. g., left
little finger) was paired with pain-US, whilst a similar
stimulation of another fingertip (CS−, e. g., left index
finger) was never paired with pain. We expected to repli-
cate our previous findings, namely that participants would
be more afraid of the CS+ than the CS− touch. We propose
that this cued fear of touch mimics the fear experienced by
individuals with chronic pain as a result of allodynia. In
addition, we expect to elicit a tonic anticipatory state in an
unpredictable pain context [8], posited to mimic the
experience of individuals with spontaneous pain fluctua-
tions [2]. In this context, contextual pain-related fear is
elicited by presenting vibrotactile stimulation to two fin-
gertips of the opposite hand (CS1 and CS2, e. g., right little
and index fingers), with pain stimulation presented during
the intertrial interval (ITI), unpaired from the CSs. During
the subsequent generalization phase we introduced novel
vibrotactile stimuli, spatially between the CSs (e. g.,middle
and ring fingers).We expected fear of touch to generalize to
the stimulus closest to the CS+ (GS+, e. g., left ring finger),
but not to the stimulus closest to the CS− (GS−, e. g., left
middle finger). Furthermore, we expected that generaliza-
tion of contextual fear would be evident from equally
strong fear responses to the GSs (GS1, e. g., left middle
finger, and GS2, e. g., left ring finger) and CSs (CS1 and CS2)
presented in this context.

Methods

Participants

Thirty-one participants were recruited and provided informed con-
sent; they were compensated with 1.5 course credits or €12. The
Social and Societal Ethics Committee (SMEC) of the KU Leuven
approved the experimental protocol (Reg #G-201602486). Exclusion
criteria were self-reported pregnancy, cardiovascular, neurological,
or pulmonary disease, electronic implants, current/past clinical
depression, current/past anxiety, current acute pain, current/past
chronic pain, uncorrected hearing problems, or color blindness.
Three datasets were incomplete due to equipment failure (n=2) and
dropout (n=1). The statistical analyses were run on the remaining
data (N=28; M=20.5 years; range=18–34; 21 females; 26 right-
handed). A post-hoc power analysis demonstrated that the proba-
bility of obtaining a Bayes Factor greater than 10 for the null
hypothesis was 93.90%, given this sample size (see Supplementary
Material).

Experimental stimuli

To simulate innocuous touch a modified refreshable braille device
(Metec AG, Stuttgart, Germany) generated vibrotactile stimulation.
This device consists of four 6 × 16 × 74mmmodules, each with a 2 × 4
array of plastic pins (2.45 mm spacing) that raise and lower in a
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random pattern at a frequency of 30 Hz. The modules were placed
under the fingertips, and were always stimulated separately (4 s
duration). Stimulation to the index and little finger of one hand (left or
right was counterbalanced) served as the CS+ and CS− (finger and CS
type assignment was counterbalanced), whilst the fingers in between
(middle and ring fingers) served as GS+ and GS− (GS+was always the
finger closest to CS+). Stimulation to the index and little finger of the
other hand served as the CS1 and CS2 (finger and CS type assignment
was counterbalanced), and stimulation of the middle and ring fingers

served as GS1 and GS2 (GS1 was always the finger closest to CS1). For
an overview see Figure 1.

Two painful unconditioned stimuli (pain-USs; predictable and
unpredictable) were delivered to opposite wrists (wrist/pain-US type
was counterbalanced). These pain-USs were electrocutaneous stimu-
lations (2ms duration) delivered through a constant current stimulator
each (DS7A; Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, England), and 8 mm Ag/
AgCl electrodes filled with K-Y gel attached to the left and right wrist.
Per participant, we set the self-reported intensity level for both

CS+ 

GS+ GS-
CS- pain-USPRED

pain-USPRED

ITIPRE CS ITIPOST

Rating

Predictable

CS1

GS1GS2
CS2

pain-USUNPRED

Unpredictable

pain-USUNPREDpain-USUNPRED

ITIPRE CS ITIPOST

Rating

Figure 1: Overviewof an exemplary trial structure. During the experiment participants sat in front of a computer screenwith their hands resting
on the vibrotactile stimulationmodules. The circles indicate the finger being stimulated for each CS type (left/right and index/little finger was
counterbalanced across participants). The lightning bolt in the black circle indicates the location of the pain-US, and its possible timing in the
trial timeline. Note in the unpredictable context, the pain-US could occur at a randomly selected second in the ITI, excluding t=0s and the last
second of the ITI. CS+ = conditioned stimulus in a predictable pain context paired with a painful unconditioned stimulus; CS− = conditioned
stimulus in a predictable pain context never paired with a painful unconditioned stimulus; CS1 = conditioned stimulus in an unpredictable
pain context never paired with a painful unconditioned stimulus; CS2 = conditioned stimulus in an unpredictable pain context never paired
with a painful unconditioned stimulus; GS+/GS1 = generalization stimulus closest to the CS + or CS1; GS−/GS2 = generalization stimulus
closest to the CS− or CS2; pain-USPRED = painful electrocutaneous stimulation ipsilateral to the vibrotactile stimulation in the predictable
context; pain-USUNPRED = painful electrocutaneous stimulation ipsilateral to the vibrotactile stimulation in the unpredictable context.
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pain-USs as “painful and demanding some effort to tolerate” using an
ascending step-wise calibration procedure for the right and then the
left wrist. This procedure required participants to rate each electrical
stimulation on a scale from 0 (“no sensation at all”) to 10 (“worst pain
imaginable”), with an 8/10 roughly corresponding to a stimulus that
was “painful and demanding some effort to tolerate”. A Bayesian
paired samples t-test (see Section 2.5.2 for further analysis details)
showed that there was no difference (BF=0.45) in the physical in-
tensity of the pain-US for the left (M±SD = 33.8 ± 18.7 mA) and right
(M±SD = 32.5 ± 17.9 mA) wrist.

The background color of the computer screen, and side of stim-
ulation was used to manipulate the experimental context (predict-
able/unpredictable pain). The color (orange/blue) and hand (left/
right) were counterbalanced across participants.

Procedure

Pre-conditioning and startle probe habituation phase: For familiar-
ization with the CSs, habituation to the auditory startle probes, and
recording of baseline psychophysiological responses to the CSs and
contexts, participants were presented with each of the CSs 10 times.
The CS stimulationswere presented in a semi-randomized order in two
blocks, each with a different background color and stimulation
restricted to fingers of either the left or the right hand, with no more
than two consecutive stimulations of the same finger. Auditory startle
probes were delivered to elicit the eyeblink startle response, (see
‘outcome measures: eyeblink startle response’), three during each of
the CSs and two in the ITI surrounding each of the CSs. The ITI length
varied between 5 and 9s. No pain-USs were presented during this
phase.

Acquisition phase: Participants were instructed to attend to the
different types of stimuli presented, and informed that they would be
asked about the relationships between stimuli. Two blocks of 20 trials
were presented (one predictable and one unpredictable). To clearly
separate blocks, and minimize carry-over effects from one context to
another, each block began with a baseline period of 12s during which
only a black background screenwas shown, followed by 6s of only the
context (computer background color). Subsequently, 20 trials were
presentedwhile the context remained visible. Each trial beganwith an
ITIPRE (variable length: 2.5–4.5s), followed by a CS (4s), and then an
ITIPOST (variable length: 2.5–4.5s). At the end of each block, before the
context was removed, rating scales were presented to assess fear of
touch (see ‘outcome measures: self-reports’).

In the predictable blocks, 10 CSs+ (e. g., vibrotactile stimulation
of left little finger) and 10 CSs− (e. g., stimulation of the index finger on
the same hand) were presented. The CS+ co-terminated with the pre-
dictable pain-US (e. g., painful stimulation at the left wrist) on 80% of
trials, whilst the CS− was never paired with a pain-US. During the
unpredictable context, stimulation occurred on the opposite hand to
the stimulation in the predictable context. 10 CSs1 (e. g., vibrotactile
stimulation of right little finger) and 10 CSs2 (e. g., vibrotactile stim-
ulation of right index finger) were presented. The unpredictable pain-
US (ipsilateral to CS1/CS2) occurred during the ITI, not related to either
CS1 or CS2, with an equal number of occurrences as in the predictable
context. The unpredictable pain-USs were distributed so that they
occurred equally often at random points in the ITIPRE and ITIPOST of
both CS1 and CS2. The startle probe was delivered following the same
timing as in the pre-conditioning phase, with the additional constraint

that it could not occur at the same timeperiod (i. e., ITIPRE or ITIPOST) as
the pain-US.

Generalization phase

At the start of the generalization phase the experimenter removed
the vibrotactile device and re-positioned it under the index, middle,
ring and little fingers of the left hand, but gave no new instructions.
One block of trials (either predictable or unpredictable depending
on the counterbalanced allocation) was then presented. The
experimenter then returned to place the vibrotactile device under
the index, middle, ring and little fingers of the right hand, and a
second block of trials (either predictable or unpredictable
depending on the counterbalanced allocation) was then presented.
Each block contained 20 trials (5 × CS+/CS1, 5 × CS-/CS2, 5 × GS+/
GS1, and 5 × GS-/GS2). Fear of touch, pain-US expectancy, and
confidence were assessed on every trial, during the ITIPRE (see
‘outcome measures: self-reports’). After the questions were
answered the picture and rating scales disappeared and the CS
stimulation was presented, followed by the ITIPOST. On three trials
per CS/GS type a startle probe was presented during the CS stim-
ulation. The CS + co-terminated with the pain-US on 40% of trials to
prevent extinction learning, and the same number of unpredictable
pain-USs were presented during the ITI periods in the unpredict-
able block, but never during the rating period. The GSs were never
reinforced.

Outcome measures

Self-reports: At the end of the pre-conditioning and acquisition
blocks, and on each trial of the generalization phase, questions were
presented to assess 1) fear of the CSs (and GSs), 2) pain-US expec-
tancies, and 3) confidence in expectancy judgments. A picture of a
hand with the relevant finger circled was shown on the computer
screen, alongwith themessage “You are about to receive stimulation to
this finger”. Each of the three questions were then presented consec-
utively: “Howafraid are you?”, “Towhat degree do you expect electrical
stimulation?”, and “How confident are you that your estimate is cor-
rect”. Participants responded using a three-button foot pedal (USB
triple foot switch, Delcom Products, Danbury CT, USA). They were
informed that they coulduse their right foot to press the right ormiddle
pedal to move a cursor to the right or left (respectively) along a hori-
zontal 11-point scale, and use their left foot to press the left pedal to
confirm the response. The scales were anchored by labels at each end
(Fear: “Not at all afraid” - “Very afraid”; pain-US expectancy: “0%” -
“100%”; confidence: “Very uncertain” - “Very certain”). Foot pedals
were used to avoid movement of the hands from the stimulation
modules, as well as possible disruption of the electrodes used for
physiological measures and administration of the pain-US.

Skin conductance response (SCR): Skin conductance responses
(SCRs) were measured throughout the experiment as an index of
autonomic arousal [15]. A 0.5 V current was passed between two
electrodes (8 mm Ag/AgCl, filled with K-Y gel), placed on the
hypothenar eminence of the left hand, using the Coulbourn Lab Linc V
system (Coulbourn Instruments, Pennsylvania, USA) and a National
Instruments data acquisition card. However, due to technical issues
(insufficient ITI duration) it was not possible to calculate reliable Skin
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conductance responses from the signal, therefore these data are not
reported.

Eyeblink startle response: The potentiation of the eyeblink startle
response is a robust measure of conditioned fear [7, 15] and was used
here as an index of fear of touch, when elicited during the CS pre-
sentation (either 1, 2, or 3s after CS onset). When the startle response
was elicited during the ITI it is used as ameasure of contextual fear [9].
Electromyographic (EMG) activity elicited by auditory probes (100
dBA burst of white noise with instantaneous rise time, presented for
50 ms binaurally through headphones (Sennheiser HD 280 pro,
Sennheiser Electronic GMBH & Co. KG, Wedemark, Germany) was
measured using two electrodes (4 mm Ag/AgCl electrodes, filled with
electrolyte gel) placedunder the left eye and one (ground electrode) on
the forehead, after scrubbing of the skin to reduce impedance [3]. The
signal was recorded (sampling rate=1 kHz) between 500 ms before to
1000 ms after probe-onset and was low pass filtered (500 Hz), using
the Coulbourn Lab Linc V system (Coulbourn Instruments, Pennsyl-
vania, USA) and a National Instruments data acquisition card.

Data reduction and analysis

Physiological signal pre-processing: The startle response data was
visually inspected and trials were rejected from further analysis if
visual inspection revealed artifacts (e. g., elevated baseline value
following spontaneous blink), in total 6% of trials. Peaks were defined
as the maximum value within 21 and 175 ms after probe-onset, whilst
the baseline value was defined as the average of the first 20 ms after
probe-onset (using MATLAB R2017b) [3]. The startle response was
calculated by subtracting the baseline value from the peak and then
z-transformed per participant.

Statistical data analysis: Whereas traditional frequentist statistics
assess the probability of observing a certain result under the null
hypothesis (and use the p-value to decide whether or not to accept
this null hypothesis) Bayesian approaches can quantify the support
for not only the null hypothesis but also multiple alternative hy-
potheses. The benefit is that the statistic more accurately reflects the
answer to the research question: how likely is it that the proposed
hypothesis is true, given the data that were collected? We used a
Bayesian statistical approach implemented in the free software BIEMS
(http://informative-hypotheses.sites.uu.nl/software/biems/) [25, 26].
In this approach, each hypothesis is effectively a model, where
equality (=) and inequality (< >) constraints limit where the mean of a
particular variable could occur relative to the means of the other
variables included in the dataset. In addition, a null hypothesis M0 is
always included, this unconstrained model simply states that the
means exist but does not specify any relationship between them. The
likelihood of each model given the data is calculated, and is com-
bined with an index of the model complexity and fit to create a Bayes
Factor (BF) per model (BF < 0 indicates the M0 is most likely), these
BFs can then be compared to quantify which model is more likely to
be true. This comparison is evident in the Posterior Model Proba-
bilites; these are the relative probabilities of each model included in
the analysis. (e. g., the sum of all the BFs divided by the number of
models, including M0). These models are tested on each outcome
measure (dependent variable) separately.

Results

Pre-conditioning phase

We hypothesized that responses to all four CSs would be
equal during the pre-conditioning phase. Therefore, this
model (M1: CS+ = CS− = CS1 = CS2) was compared to the
null hypothesis (M0, there is no relationship between CSs),
for each of the outcomemeasures. Participants reported no
difference in self-reported pain-US expectancy (BF=15.66,
PMP=0.94, compared to M0) or fear of touch (BF=17.11,
PMP=0.94, compared to M0), or startle response (BF=1.26,
PMP=0.56, compared to M0) in response to the different
CSs. There was also no difference in ITI startle response
during the predictable and unpredictable context
(BF=2.40, PMP=0.71, compared toM0), or in the confidence
rating (BF=4.63, PMP=0.82, compared to M0).

Acquisition phase

Cued fear: pain-US expectancy, fear of touch, and startle
responses

To test whether we replicate the acquisition of fear of
touch, the samemodels were used as in our previous study
[2]. Specifically, we compared three alternative hypotheses
and twonull hypotheses (no relationship betweenCSs (M0)
and equal responses to all CSs (M4)). The alternative hy-
potheses all posited that fear responseswould be higher for
the CS+ than the CS−, whilst responses to CS1 and CS2
would be equal. However, one hypothesis specified that
fear responses to the CS1 and CS2 would be higher than the
CS− but lower than the CS+ (M1); the second hypothesis
that fear responses to the CS1 and CS2would be equal to the
CS− (M2); and the third that fear responses to the CS1 and
CS2 responses would be equal to the CS+ (M3) (see Figure 2
for model summary).

As hypothesized, participants’ expected the painful
stimulation more after the CS+ than the CSs in the unpre-
dictable context (CS1 and CS2), and reported expecting the
painful stimulation least after the CS− (M1: BF=16.00,
PMP=0.93, compared to M2: BF=0.02, PMP=0.00; M3:
BF=0.21, PMP=0.01; and M4: BF=0.00, PMP=0.00). The
samepattern of responseswas also present for fear of touch
(M1: BF=15.82, PMP=0.39, compared to M2: BF=13.26,
PMP=0.32; M3: BF=6.76, PMP=0.16; and M4: BF=4.16,
PMP=0.10). Startle responses during the CSs were tested
using the same models, however as in our previous study,
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startle responses did not differentiate between any of the
CSs during acquisition (M4: BF=2.88, PMP=0.32).Figure 3

Contextual fear: confidence and ITI startle responses

To test the effect of the context manipulation (predictable
vs. unpredictable pain) we compared three models: M1)
more uncertainty (i. e. higher fear-potentiated startle,
lower confidence ratings) in the unpredictable context

compared to the predictable context; M2) more uncertainty
in the predictable context compared to the unpredictable
context; and M3) no differences between the contexts.
Replicating our previous findings, ITI startle responses
were higher in the unpredictable context compared to the
predictable context (M1: BF=1.88, PMP=0.52, compared to
M2: BF=0.11, PMP=0.03; and M3: BF=0.60, PMP=0.17).
Furthermore, participants reported being less confident
about their pain-US expectancy judgments for the CSs in
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Figure 2: Mean (± standard error) conditioned responses during acquisition for all participants (colored graphs), and posterior model
probabilities frommodel selection (gray scale graphs). Each model is summarized, and the probability is shown for eachmeasure.* Indicates
the most likely model for each measure. CS+ = conditioned stimulus in a predictable pain context paired with a painful unconditioned
stimulus; CS− = conditioned stimulus in a predictable pain context never paired with a painful unconditioned stimulus; CS1 = conditioned
stimulus in an unpredictable pain context never pairedwith a painful unconditioned stimulus; CS2 = conditioned stimulus in an unpredictable
pain context never paired with a painful unconditioned stimulus.
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the unpredictable context than the predictable context (M1:
BF=19.48, PMP=0.80, compared to M2: BF=0.58,
PMP=0.02; and M3: BF=3.33, PMP=0.14).

Generalization phase

In the predictable context, we hypothesized that a gener-
alization gradient would be evident from decreasing fear
and pain expectancy across decreasing proximity of the
GSs to the CS+ (M1: CS+ > GS+ > GS− > CS−). Our null
hypothesis was that responses to the GSswould be equal to
the CS- (M2: CS+ > GS+ = GS− = CS−). Participants’ reports
of pain-US expectancy supported the null hypothesis that
there was no generalization (M2: BF=30.82, PMP=0.93,
compared to M1: BF=0.02, PMP=0.02), as did self-reported
fear of touch (M2: BF=17.09, PMP=0.82, compared to M1:
BF=0.24, PMP=0.01).

In the unpredictable context, we hypothesized that
generalization would result in participants reporting equal

levels of fear and pain expectancy to all the vibrotactile
stimulation (CSs and GSs) in this context (M1:
(CS1=CS2) = (GS1=GS2)). The alternative hypothesis was
that ratings for the GSs would be lower than for the un-
predictable CSs (M2: (CS1=CS2) > (GS1=GS2)), and this hy-
pothesis was supported by both the pain-US expectancy
ratings (M2: BF=45.14, PMP=0.97), compared to M1:
BF=0.15, PMP=0.00), and the fear of touch ratings (M2:
BF=54.97, PMP=0.87), compared to M1: BF=6.07,
PMP=0.10), demonstrating no generalization in the un-
predictable context.

Participants also reported that theyexpectedthepain-US
more after the GSs in the unpredictable context (average of
GS1 andGS2), compared to the GSs in the predictable context
(average of GS1 and GS2) (BF=39.82, PMP=0.49, compared to
Predictable = Unpredictable: BF=27.32, PMP=0.34; and Pre-
dictable > Unpredictable: BF=12.89, PMP=0.16). However,
this was not evident in the fear of touch ratings, participants
were equally afraid during the GSs in the unpredictable and
predictable contexts (BF=119.89, PMP=0.56, compared to
Predictable < Unpredictable: BF=66.88, PMP= 0.31; and
Predictable > Unpredictable: BF=24.78, PMP=0.12).

Post-hoc analyses

Due to a practical limitation (number of vibrotactile stim-
ulation modules), the experimental procedure included
replacing the vibrotactile stimulation modules at the
beginning of each generalization block (i. e. once before
the generalization test in the predictable context, and once
before the generalization test in the unpredictable block,
the order of blocks was counterbalanced). To assess the
impact of this change on the transfer of acquisition, we
conducted post-hoc analyses on self-reported fear and
pain-US expectancy during the generalization phase.
Furthermore, we also wanted to investigate whether the
presence of reinforced CS+ trials led to reacquisition, and
therefore tested whether there were differential responses
at the end of generalization. We also compared responses
in confidence from acquisition to generalization, as an
index of uncertainty in the US-expectancy, possibly
induced by the movement of the vibrotactile device. The
post-hoc comparisons were made using Bayesian paired
samples t-tests (two-tailed), as implemented in JASP
(version 0.9, https://jasp-stats.org) [11]. Given that the
comparisons were made post-hoc we had no a priori hy-
potheses to evaluate, the two-tailed t-tests allowed us to
simply assess whether or not a difference was present and
was therefore deemed a more appropriate approach than
the hypothesis driven model evaluation used for the
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Figure 3: Mean (± standard error) US expectancy ratings during all
phases for all participants. CS+ = conditioned stimulus in a
predictable pain context paired with a painful unconditioned
stimulus; CS− = conditioned stimulus in a predictable pain context
never paired with a painful unconditioned stimulus;
CS1 = conditioned stimulus in an unpredictable pain context never
paired with a painful unconditioned stimulus; CS2 = conditioned
stimulus in anunpredictable pain context never pairedwith a painful
unconditioned stimulus; GS+/GS1 = generalization stimulus closest
to the CS + or CS1; GS−/GS2 = generalization stimulus closest to the
CS− or CS2.
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planned analyses. For the following results a Bayes factor
(BF) higher than one indicates a higher probability that
there is a difference between the means. Specifically, we
tested whether there were 1) differential responses (in self-
reported fear and pain-US expectancy) between CS+ and
CS− at a) the first trial of generalization, and b) the fifth
(last) trial of generalization; 2) non-differential responses
(in self-reported fear and pain-US expectancy) between CS1
and CS2 at the first trial of generalization; and 3) a decrease
in confidence for the pain-US expectancy ratings.

At the first trial of the generalization phase, prospec-
tive ratings for fear of touch and pain-US expectancy were
given. In the predictable context, participants reported no
difference in fear of touch (BF = 0.29), or pain-US expec-
tancy (BF = 0.21), for the CS+ and CS− (fear of touch: CS+
M±SD = 2.43 ± 2.44, CS− M±SD = 2.68 ± 2.63; pain-US ex-
pectancy: CS+M±SD=4.64± 2.61, CS−M±SD=4.50± 2.38).
However, at the fifth (and last trial) of the generalization
phase they reported differential fear of touch for the CS+
and CS− (BF = 23.80, CS+ M±SD = 3.25 ± 3.23, CS−
M±SD = 1.46 ± 1.84). They also gave differential pain-US
expectancy ratings (BF = 829.12, CS+ M±SD = 5.71 ± 2.90,
CS− M±SD = 2.31 ± 2.35). Indicating that reacquisition did
occur in the predictable context during the generalization
phase.

In the unpredictable context, participants’ responses
remained comparable to acquisition. They still reported
non-differential fear of touch (BF = 0.24) and pain-US ex-
pectancy (BF = 0.22) for the CS1 and CS2 (Fear of touch: CS1
M±SD = 3.00 ± 2.64, CS2 M±SD = 2.63 ± 2.26; pain-US ex-
pectancy: CS1M±SD = 5.12 ± 2.38, CS2M±SD = 4.82 ± 1.85).

Participants also reported being less confident in their
pain-US expectancy ratings at the first trial of generaliza-
tion, in the predictable context. A comparison between
confidence ratings at the end of acquisition compared to
the first trial of generalization showed a decrease for the
CS+ (BF = 107.33, acquisition: M±SD = 6.96 ± 1.77; gener-
alization: M±SD = 4.93 ± 2.34), as well as the CS−
(BF = 54.24, acquisition: M±SD = 6.82 ± 2.04; generaliza-
tion:M±SD=4.75± 2.05). As expected, in the unpredictable
context the decrease in confidence was less, there was no
change for the CS1 (BF = 0.30, acquisition:
M±SD = 6.07 ± 1.76; generalization: M±SD = 5.68 ± 2.26),
and only a small change for the CS2 (BF = 4.75, acquisition:
M±SD = 6.03 ± 1.69; generalization: M±SD = 4.96 ± 1.97).

Discussion

We used a tactile fear conditioning paradigm to investigate
whether fear of touch would generalize to new locations

proximal to the originally conditioned painful location. In
a predictable pain context we paired vibrotactile stimula-
tion to one finger (CS+, e. g., little finger) with painful
electrocutaneous stimulation (pain-US), and we expected
that participants would show stronger fear responses to
vibrotactile stimulation of this finger than to vibrotactile
stimulation of another finger (CS−, e. g., index finger) that
was never paired with the pain-US. Furthermore, we ex-
pected that a generalization gradient of fear of touchwould
be evident from responses that were stronger for vibro-
tactile stimulation of the finger closer to the CS+ (GS+, e. g.,
ring finger), compared to vibrotactile stimulation of the
finger closer to the CS− (GS−, e. g., middle finger). In the
unpredictable pain context vibrotactile stimulation was
delivered to two fingers (CS1 and CS2, e. g., index and little
finger), whilst the pain-US was presented during the ITI.
We expected to observe equal fear responses to the CS1 and
CS2, and equal fear responses to vibrotactile generalization
stimuli presented at the fingers between the CS1 and CS2
(e. g., middle and ringer finger; GS1 and GS2), during the
generalization phase.

Our findings for the acquisition of fear of touch repli-
cate the results from our previous study [2]. We success-
fully evoked cued fear of touch to the vibrotactile
stimulation that was reliably paired with pain (CS+). Par-
ticipants reported beingmore afraid, and expected the pain
to occur more, for the CS+ than the CS−. However, as in our
previous study, differential acquisition in startle responses
was not present, instead the responses to the CSs were
generally were inhibited relative to ITI startle responses.
The expected contextual fear was present in the unpre-
dictable pain context, which was evident from stronger
potentiation of the ITI startle responses in the unpredict-
able context than the predictable context. In the unpre-
dictable context participants also reported being equally
afraid of the CS1 and CS2, and had equal expectations for
the pain occurrence. As in previous studies, the responses
to the CS1 and CS2 were stronger than for the CS−, despite
that none of these CSs had ever been paired with pain [2,
23]. As has previously been suggested, this heightened fear
of touch to the CSs in the unpredictable context could be
the result of spill-over effects from fear accrued to the
context.

During the generalization phase, the hypothesized
generalization gradient in the predictable condition was
not present. Participants reported the same level of fear,
and pain-US expectancy, for both the generalization
stimuli and for the CS−. Arguably, consecutive fingers have
a gradient of conceptual similarity, as well as spatial
proximity and somatotopic similarity. Therefore this was
an unexpected result given previous research showing
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generalization gradients of cued pain-related fear related
to spatial/somatotopic similarity [10], proprioceptive sim-
ilarity [24], perceptual similarity [17], and conceptual sim-
ilarity [1]. The contextual pain-related fear that was present
in the unpredictable context did influence the pain ex-
pectancy evoked by novel touch, participants expected the
painmore for the GSs in this context compared to the GSs in
the predictable context. However, this effect was not pre-
sent for the participants’ self-reported fear of touch, and
within the unpredictable context, participants were less
afraid and expected the pain less, for the GSs compared to
the CSs. These findings do not replicate the previous find-
ings of Harvie et al. [10], who do find generalization to
novel stimuli proximal to the CS+ on the hand. A possible
factor in these conflicting findings is the role of spatial
acuity and the discriminability of the stimuli used. While
the spatial acuity of the hand is high, the separate fingers
used in the present study are even more easily discrimi-
nable which could potentially jeopardize generalization
[32].

An important limitation when interpreting the present
findings is that the change in the arrangement of the
vibrotactile modules may have affected the transfer of
acquisition to the generalization phase. If the arrangement
of the stimulationmodules is considered as a component of
the CS, then both configural and elemental theories of
associative learning would predict decreased conditioned
responding during the generalization phase [29]. The
configural approach to associative learning proposes that
all the presented components, e. g., the vibrotactile stim-
ulation and the stimulation module, are combined in a
singular representation that is associated with the US [27–
29]. If a component changes, the strength of conditioned
responding is dependent on the similarity of this new
representation to the initial representation. Similarly, the
elemental approach posits that the strength of the condi-
tioned response is proportional to the sum of the associa-
tive strengths of the individual components and the US
[30]. Thus, removing components with high associative
strength, or adding new components with low associative
strength, would result in decreased conditioned responses.
Alternatively, rather than being a component of the CS, the
arrangement of the modules could be considered as a
higher-order cue, or part of the context [4, 5], which a hi-
erarchical approach of associative learning would propose
act as occasion setters, indicating when the CS-US rela-
tionship holds [29]. In this way, the change from the
acquisition context could modulate the conditioned
response evoked. Whilst there are differences between
these theories of associative learning, they converge in
their prediction that the reconfiguration of the modules

could disrupt the acquired CS-US relationship, and
consequently lead to the observed decreased conditioned
responses at the beginning of generalization. However,
given that the CS+ (and unpredictable context) was
partially reinforced during the generalization phase, we
would expect that the impact of these effects on the mean
response across all trials in the generalization phasewould
be mitigated by a recall of acquisition, or rapid re-
acquisition, during the later part of the generalization
phase [31]. This is the pattern that was observed in the post-
hoc analyses of the data. Therefore, we conclude that our
observed results from the generalization phase are influ-
enced by the change in the experimental set-up that caused
uncertainty about the acquired CS-US relationships; how-
ever, these were quickly re-acquired, likely due to the
partial reinforcement schedule. Given that the a priori an-
alyses were conducted on an average of all generalization
trials the effect of the initial context-induced uncertainty
was mitigated, however this remains a limitation to the
interpretation of the results from the generalization phase.

Given the strengths of the paradigm, a replication of
this study, and including more stimulation modules,
would be beneficial. The paradigm aims to serve as an
experimental model for the cued fear of touch experienced
by individuals with chronic pain affected by allodynia
(predictable context), and the contextual pain-related fear
experienced by individuals with chronic pain affected by
spontaneous pain fluctuations (unpredictable context).
Both of which are prevalent symptoms for many chronic
pain conditions [6, 21]. Therefore, further research inves-
tigating how fear of touch can spread would be highly
valuable in improving our understanding and treatment of
chronic pain-related disability. This paradigm also has
practical advantages for conducting neuroimaging
research on the topic of pain-related fear. The passive na-
ture of the tactile stimulation does not induce movement
artifacts, which could otherwise be induced using a pro-
prioceptive paradigm, and the clear representation of the
fingers in primary somatosensory cortex (as well as other
regions) opens up the possibility to investigate the relation
between affective and perceptual components of pain-
related fear.

In summary, we used a tactile fear conditioning para-
digm to investigate whether fear of touch would spread to
novel innocuous touch based on its similarity to touch that
was previously painful. Whilst our previous findings [2]
regarding the acquisition of cued and contextual fear of
touch were replicated, we found no evidence of fear
generalization. Participants reported no cued fear of touch
for the novel innocuous touch, independent of its similarity
to the feared touch. Furthermore, whilst participants were
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afraid of touch that occurred in an unpredictable pain
context, this fear did not spread to novel touch that was
presented in the same feared context. However, the context
change between the acquisition and generalization phase
resulted in a lack of transfer of acquisition, which is likely
to have had a considerable impact on the observed pattern
of generalization. Therefore, whilst the present results do
not support the role of generalization in the spreading of
fear of touch, replication with methodological improve-
ments is warranted to further explore this issue.
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